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Professor Warren Seymour Johnston, 1847-1911

Warren Johnston was born in 1847 in Rutland County, Vermont. As a young boy, he showed a strong 
interest in inventions from “sketches and descriptions covering a wide range of subjects in mechanics, 
chemistry and electricity.” Later, he worked in Wisconsin as a printer, superintendent of schools and 
then a Surveyor of the Plains. Johnston next taught at the State Normal School (Whitewater College), 
Wisconsin. In 1873, he invented an alarm or “annunciator” system to alert the janitor as to which rooms 
required heat:

The Normal School was heated by enormous hot air furnaces. On cold days when they were going full blast,
from the large registers in the floor of the lower halls, we could see the glow of the cast-iron furnaces. The only
control of room heat was by hand-operated dampers at the furnaces. Once an hour or so, the janitor would make the         
rounds of the rooms and make a note of which rooms were too warm or too cold. He would then go to the basement 
to open or close dampers accordingly. This disturbed the classes considerably, so Professor Johnson installed electric
thermostats in each room and connected them to annunciators (which he invented), so that when the thermostat made
contact on the warm side, the indicator for that room would show “Warm” and ring a bell, and when the contact was 
on the cold side, the indicator showed “Cold.” All the janitor had to do besides firing the furnaces and keeping the 
place clean, was to watch the annunciator every time it rang and shift the proper damper. 

About 1883, having moved to Milwaukee, Johnson formed a business partnership with financier 
William Plankinton as the Milwaukee Electric Manufacturing Company, to market his invention. That 
same year he received a patent for his electric tele-thermoscope. In 1885, the Johnson Electric Service 
Company was established.



Johnson came up with the idea of using compressed air to power valves and dampers, having been 
familiar with the use of small air compressors in his school laboratory experiments. He patented his 
electro-pneumatic valve in 1885, where a small compressed air valve could be operated by an electric 
thermostat to open or close a steam valve or air control damper. Compressed air at a pressure of 15 
pounds per square inch operated in conjunction with battery generated electricity (from salammoniac
batteries since dry batteries were not perfected at this time).

Between 1885 and 1911, Johnston was involved in many other business activities, including electric 
storage batteries, steam and gas powered vehicles, huge pneumatic clock towers and wireless telegraph 
communication systems.

Professor Warren Seymour Johnson died in 1911 and from that moment the company decided to focus 
solely on its temperature control business for non-residential buildings.
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Early Johnson combined thermostat & thermometer



Johnson electric thermostat, 1890

Johnson’s Milwaukee Office Block from 1902 



Johnson pneumatic bimetal thermostat, c.1912
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School temperature control board, c.1922
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Johnson “Super-Sensitive” thermometer



Sales Force of 1900 (W S Johnson is 3rd from left front row)

Testing a steam control valve, 1944
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